Real-time planar segmentation of depth images: from 3D edges to segmented planes.
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Abstract. Real-time execution of processing algorithms for handling depth images in a 3D data framework is a major challenge. More specifically, considering depth images as point-clouds and performing planar segmentation requires heavy computation, because available planar-segmentation algorithms are mostly based on surface normals and/or curvatures, and consequently, do not provide real-time performance. Aiming at the reconstruction of indoor environments, the spaces mainly consist of planar surfaces, so that a possible 3D application would strongly benefit from a real-time algorithm. In this paper, we introduce a real-time planar-segmentation method for depth images avoiding any surface-normal calculation. First, we detect 3D edges in a depth image and generate line-segments between the identified edges. Second, we fuse all the points on each pair of intersecting line-segments into a plane candidate. Third and finally, we implement a validation phase to select planes from the candidates. Furthermore, various enhancements are applied to improve the segmentation quality. The GPU implementation of the proposed algorithm segments depth images into planes at the rate of 58 fps. Our pipeline-interleaving technique increases this rate up to 100 fps.

With this throughput rate improvement, the application benefit of our algorithm may be further exploited in terms of quality and enhancing the localization.
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1 Introduction

Multiple studies in 3D reconstruction and perception have been recently triggered due to the appearance of low-cost depth-sensors capable of sensing volumetric environments in real-time. Currently, a wide range of applications in robotics, healthcare, and surveillance are profiting from depth images enabled by such sensors. Depth images along with their corresponding visual data combined into RGB-D frames, are exploited in 3D models of environments. With the emerging low-cost sensors like the Xtion and Kinect, multiple 3D reconstruction applications have been designed. However, reconstructing 3D indoor environments remains challenging due to cluttered spaces, extensive variability and the real-time constraints. Besides this, understanding the geometry of surrounding structures is becoming increasingly important for indoor applications. Since on the average, up to 95% of indoor structures consist of planar surfaces, fast and accurate detection of such geometry features is essential for quality and functionality aspects of 3D applications, e.g. interaction, decreasing model size (decimation), enhancing localization, mapping and semantic 3D reconstruction.

Multiple planar segmentation algorithms have been proposed for point cloud datasets. Considering depth images as point clouds and performing planar segmentation requires heavy computation, because available planar segmentation algorithms are mostly based on surface normals and/or curvatures. More specifically, such algorithms utilize region growing, 3D Hough Transform, RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC), and a combination of Hough and RANSAC for multiple resolutions on the complete set of data, or on pre-selected points using 3D feature descriptors. RANSAC is utilized to detect planes with a reliable set of inliers. It is applied iteratively to a depth image in order to detect multiple planes, or applied region-wise to connect regions. However, points belonging to the same segment do not always connect and therefore extensive post-processing is necessary to integrate under-segmented regions. In the 3D Hough-transform method, each plane is typically described in the object space along with a corresponding point in the parameter space. Hough results are combined with a voting mechanism of detection across the sequence of incoming frames to increase the detection robustness. However, similar to RANSAC, post-processing steps are required for Hough-based methods to merge neighbouring segments of which the Hough parameters do not considerably deviate. Other popular segmentation techniques are based on surface normals and/or curvatures extraction, linear fitting and Markov chain Monte Carlo. These algorithms are also computationally expensive and challenging for real-time performance. In such algorithms, a real-time segmentation of planes is normally achieved by sacrificing the image quality. Another segmentation technique is the region growing method, which is an efficient technique to extract planes from depth images. However, besides the already mentioned evaluation of surface normals and curvature estimates, the chosen segmentation primitives and growth criterion play a critical role for the algorithm complexity. Introducing high-level features (line or curve blocks) as segmentation primitives instead of individual pixels, reduces the amount of processed data, but still does not deliver real-time performance. Briefly, these techniques typically introduce computationally expensive algorithms or they suffer robustness. Although vanishing points and their roles in plane detection of 2D/3D color images have been indicated in the literature, it is almost impossible to utilize them for depth images due to the following reasons. First of all, it is required to cover a relatively large area in an image to detect vanishing points, which is not the case for depth images targeted in this paper (e.g. urban scenes vs. the Kinect indoor depth-images). Furthermore, we need to detect lines to find vanishing points.
in a depth image. It is very challenging due to noisy data involved in depth images, especially on edges, that play a definitive role in line detection. Besides this, occlusions occurring in indoor scenes decrease the chance of having continuous lines in a scene. Therefore, probability of finding parallel lines in indoor images is very low.

As illustrated in Figure 1, a straightforward way to extract planes out of a depth image is to conventionally convert it to a point cloud and then apply an appropriate algorithm. In this paper, as an alternative to this approach, we propose a real-time planar segmentation algorithm, which directly deploys the depth images as 2D frames containing 3D information. More specifically, the proposed algorithm involves high-level region growing based on a geometrical proposition stating that each pair of intersecting lines lies on a plane. To this end, first, edge contours should be detected in order to extract surfaces bounded between the 3D edges. Several algorithms for edge detection in intensity images have been developed and extensively discussed in the literature. However, edge-detection algorithms which are designed for intensity images, have a poor performance when applied to depth images due to several reasons. First, an edge in intensity images is defined as a significant change in gray-level value modeled as a jump edge, whereas in depth images, corner and curved edges should also be extracted. Second, in depth images, spatial distribution of range data can be irregular, which requires operator adaptivity with respect to shape and size of the objects in the scene. Finally, traditional edge-detection operators for intensity images such as Prewitt, Sobel and Canny are designed for normal visual images with normal contrast and therefore, perform poorly in highly noisy and blurred edges of depth images. An edge-detection algorithm specific for depth images has been developed in an early study by detecting residues of morphological operations. In a later work, straight lines in 3D space have been detected as depth edges by using a (2+2)–D Hough space. Wani and Batchelor have studied spatial curves to design edge masks for edge detection. This methodology has been further investigated based on the scan-line approximation technique. Another line-segmentation technique has been proposed for range images, which provides edge-strength measurements to categorize edge types.

We propose an algorithm where after detecting 3D edges of a depth image, it searches for line-segments between the opposite edges and then merges the detected line-segments into planes, thereby facilitating planar segmentation. The key is that the algorithm is capable of extracting 3D edges from depth images in real-time, particularly the components for corner and curved edges are enhanced in the execution speed. This high speed is obtained by utilizing concurrency and parallel structures to the highest extent. The interleaved GPU-based implementation of the proposed algorithm is capable of handling VGA-resolution depth images at a high frame rate up to 100 fps.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the methods used in 3D edge detection and plane-extraction components of the proposed algorithm in detail. Experimental results are
presented and discussed in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Real-time planar segmentation

The proposed planar segmentation algorithm for depth images is based on two intrinsic properties of planes in a 3D environment:

Property 1 Each planar surface inside a depth frame is bounded between its surrounding 3D edges.

Property 2 Based on a geometrical proposition, each pair of lines crossing each other in a joint 3D point, establish a 3D plane.

As indicated by Property 1, we should search the areas in between 3D edges in order to find a planar surface in a depth image. According to Property 2, extracting the crossing line-segments in a depth image can lead us to identification of planar surfaces.

The proposed algorithm segments planar surfaces, based on the mentioned properties, in three principal steps. In the first step, all 3D edges in a depth image are extracted. In the second step, the algorithm searches for the line-segments lying between each pair of opposite edges of the supposed 3D planar region. In the final step, the identified line-segments are merged to planar areas. The merged line-segments are divided into various groups according to their connectivity. Each group of crossing line-segments is a planar-surface candidate. Furthermore, an extra validation step is performed to verify each candidate as a planar surface. In the following sub-sections, we focus on the methods exploited in each step in detail.

2.1 Step 1: Edge detection

In order to detect 3D edges in a depth image, the algorithm scans the image in 1-pixel strings in four directions (vertically, horizontally, left- and right-diagonally) as illustrated in Figure 2-a. Note that the string may be part of a curve in 3D, while in 2D still looks like a line. Edge detection is performed based on changes of depth values in a string. At each scan, four different types of edges are detected: *jump*, *extremum*, *corner*, and *curved*. The jump-edges result from occlusions or holes in depth images. The extremum edges include the local-minima or -maxima in a depth image. The
corner-edges emerge where two planes meet each other, and the curved-edges are resulting from intersection of actual planar and non-planar surfaces. Figure 3 depicts the mentioned types of 3D edges in the imaginary depth images. Although these various types of edges may have an overlap, we need to extract them all to cover all possible 3D edges in a depth image.

The following definitions formulate detection criterion for each edge type.

Definition 2.1 Point \( P_i (x, y, \text{depth}) \) is the \( i \)th 3D point on the current 1-pixel-wide string of each scan direction in a given depth image. Actually, it is the pixel located in column \( x \) and row \( y \) of the depth image as illustrated in Figure 2-b. In the remainder of this paper, we use the abbreviated notation of \( P_i \) instead of \( P_i (x, y, \text{depth}) \).

Definition 2.2 Parameter \( Th_f \) determines a user-defined value indicating a threshold for the feature \( f \), which can be any of the features used in the definitions (e.g. \( Th_{\text{slope}} \) is the basis for comparison of line slopes).

Definition 2.3 Parameter \( \Phi_n (i, s) \) defines a set of \( n \) neighbours on a (subset of) string located on side \( s \in \{ \text{before}, \text{after} \} \) of point \( P_i \) on the current 1-pixel-wide string for any of the mentioned scan directions as depicted in Figure 2-b. The set size \( n \) is a user-defined value. We occasionally use \( \Phi \) to briefly represent \( \Phi_n (i, s) \) in this paper, and similarly, \( \Phi_{\text{before}} \) and \( \Phi_{\text{after}} \) instead of \( \Phi_n (i, \text{before}) \) and \( \Phi_n (i, \text{after}) \), respectively.

Definition 2.4 Parameter \( Sl (a, b) \) is the slope of the line passing through points \( a \) and \( b \) in the 3D space.

Definition 2.5 Parameter \( \overline{Sl} (\Phi) \) is the average slope of the lines passing through each pair of consecutive points in \( \Phi \).

Definition 2.6 Parameter \( \Gamma (P_j, \Phi (i, s)) \), as shown in Figure 2-c, represents the signed distance of \( P_j \) to the line passing through \( P_{i-n} \) and \( P_{i+n} \) in the 3D space. The unit for this parameter is consistent with the unit utilized for depth images.

**Jump edge.** The 3D points \( P_i \) and \( P_j \) are located on the opposite sides of a jump-edge if they meet the following condition

\[
|P_i.\text{depth} - P_j.\text{depth}| > Th_{\text{jump}}.
\]

The term \( P_i.\text{depth} \) represents only the depth value component of 3D pixel \( P_i \), which represents the distance to the sensor plane. This equation describes two points located on a jump edge if their depth difference is more than a user-defined threshold as illustrated in Figure 3-a. The threshold can have fixed setting or alternatively be a function that returns a corresponding threshold value.
according to the depth value of a point (distance-aware threshold\textsuperscript{28,29}). The unit for the $Th_{jump}$ is consistent with the unit utilized for depth images.

**Corner edge.** The *corner-edge*, as shown in Figure 3-b, is explained based on the following definition.

Definition 2.7 Binary flag $F_{equal-slope}(\Phi)$ determines whether all the lines passing through each consecutive pair of points in the neighbourhood $\Phi$ have the same slope or not.

Equation (2) formulates this definition according to a user-defined value of $Th_{slope}$. The binary “1”-value for the flag means that all the points of $\Phi$ are located on a line (and they may lie on a planar surface, accordingly). Similar to the jump-edge, the threshold here can be either a fixed number or a distance-aware function, alternatively. Equation (2) is specified by

$$F_{equal-slope}(\Phi) = \begin{cases} 1 & \forall (P_i, P_{i\pm1}) \text{ and } (P_j, P_{j\pm1}) \mid P_i, P_{i\pm1}, P_j, P_{j\pm1} \in \Phi \mid Sl(P_i, P_{i\pm1}) - Sl(P_j, P_{j\pm1}) < Th_{slope} ; \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \tag{2}$$

The term $(P_i, P_{i\pm1})$ in Equation 2 indicates a pair of consecutive points on a 1-pixel-wide string in either $(P_i, P_{i+1})$ or $(P_i, P_{i-1})$ forms.

A point $P_i$ is located on a *corner-edge* if the following conditions (3) and (4) are met:

$$\{F_{equal-slope}(\Phi (i, before)) \text{ AND } F_{equal-slope}(\Phi (i, after))\} = 1 ,$$

$$|Sl(\Phi (i, before)) - Sl(\Phi (i, after))| > Th_{slope} . \tag{4}$$

Equation (3) checks if both segments, before and after the point $P_i$ are line-segments, and Equation (4) ensures that each of the line-segments has a different slope (they are not located on the same line).

**Curved edge.** The *curved-edge*, depicted in Figure 3-c, is specified according to the following definition.

Definition 2.8 Binary flag $F_{straight}(\Phi)$ indicates whether all points of the neighbourhood $\Phi$ are located on a straight line or not.

This definition is formulated as Equation (5) based on a user-defined value of $Th_{straight}$. Similar to previous edges, the threshold here can either be a constant or a distance-aware setting. The “1”-value for the $F_{straight}(\Phi)$ means that points of $\Phi$ are located on a line (and may lie on a planar surface, accordingly). The difference between the Equation (2) and Equation (5) is that the former is more sensitive on boundaries between two planar surfaces, while the latter performs better in case a plane meets a non-planar surface. Equation (5) is specified by

$$F_{straight}(\Phi) = \begin{cases} 1 & \forall P_j \in \Phi : |\Gamma(P_j, \Phi)| \leq Th_{straight} ; \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \tag{5}$$

Point $P_i$ is located on a *curved-edge*, if condition (6) is met, given by

$$\{F_{straight}(\Phi_{\text{before}}) \text{ XOR } F_{straight}(\Phi_{\text{after}})\} = 1 . \tag{6}$$

The XOR operation ensures that *one and only one* side is a planar surface.
Extremum edge. As shown in Figure 3-d, each point $P_i$, which is a local-minimum or -maximum in terms of its depth value is located on an extremum-edge.

In order to formulate this definition, we utilize two flags, as defined in Equation (7) and Equation (8), indicating if a point is a local-minimum or -maximum in its neighbourhood, respectively. Equation (7) is given by

$$F_{\min}(P_i, \Phi) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \forall P_j \in \Phi : P_i.depth \leq P_j.depth \times E_{\text{extremum}} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

And Equation (8) is specified by

$$F_{\max}(P_i, \Phi) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \forall P_j \in \Phi : P_i.depth \geq P_j.depth \times E_{\text{extremum}} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

In the previous equations, the multiplicative parameter $E_{\text{extremum}}$ is a coefficient to handle noise occurring in depth images and can be either a constant or a distance-aware function. Point $P_i$ is located on an extremum-edge if the following condition is satisfied

$$\{F_{\min}(P_i, \Phi) \ OR \ F_{\max}(P_i, \Phi)\} = 1.$$  

Evidently, only one of the flags can be true at the same time.

2.2 Line-based plane detection

Extracting 3D edges out of a depth image enables us to perform the second step of finding planes located in between the edges as illustrated in Figure 4. To perform the planar segmentation, we
first extract all the (1-pixel-wide) string-segments bounded in between the edges. This step com-
mences with scanning all the strings in all four directions (vertically, horizontally, left- and right-
diagonally). Then, for each of these string-segments, we evaluate whether it is a line-segment or
not. Hence, after the test we maintain only line-segments in each direction from the string seg-
ments (Figure 4-b and -c). After finding all the line-segments (Figure 4-d), the algorithm attempts
to merge the points on each pair of intersecting lines into a plane candidate, according to Property 2.
Figure 4, in particular subfigures 4-e to 4-h illustrate the merging process. This step segments a
depth image into its plane candidates. However, the resulting candidates need validation, which is
discussed in the following section.

2.3 Plane validation

In order to improve the segmentation outcome, we perform several validation checks. First of all,
we evaluate each plane candidate in terms of its curvature in a 3D space (for instance as a point
cloud). Second, due to occlusions, a planar surface can be detected as various disconnected planar
segments. Therefore, a merging process is needed to coalesce these apart segments into one actual
plane. Finally, we evaluate the resulting segments in terms of their size. Based on different criteria,
users may prefer to discard any planar segment, that has a relatively small number of points. Hence,
we process the detected planes further in order to reject diminutive planes.

The three mentioned stages of validation are performed based on the following definitions.
Definition 2.9 Eigenvalues for plane $\Psi$ in a 3D space are defined by $\lambda_0$, $\lambda_1$, and $\lambda_2$, where $\lambda_2 < \lambda_1 < \lambda_0$.
Definition 2.10 Parameter $T_k$, where $k \in \{0, 1\}$ is the curvature ratio for a plane and it is defined as
the ratios of the Eigenvalues of the plane, which equal $\lambda_2/\lambda_k$ for both $k = 0$ and $k = 1$.

The values $T_0$ and $T_1$ for a plane represent the ratios of the plane height to both its length
and width, respectively. A planar surface typically has a quite small ratio values in terms of these
aspects. In other words, the smaller the values of $T_0$ and $T_1$ are for a plane, the less curvature the
surface has (the flatter the surface is).
Definition 2.11 Parameter $Th_{\text{curvature}}, k$, where $k \in \{0, 1\}$ represents the threshold value for $T_k$ in order
to validate a surface as a plane.
Definition 2.12 Vector $\mathbf{n}(\Psi)$ is the normal vector of plane $\Psi$ which equals to $\mathbf{n}_2$, which is the smallest
Eigenvector of the plane.
Definition 2.13 Vector $\mathbf{r}(\Psi_a, \Psi_b)$ is the vector connecting the center of mass of plane $\Psi_a$ to its
corresponding point of plane $\Psi_b$.

**Curvature validation.** Each plane candidate is converted to the corresponding point cloud in
order to evaluate its curvature metrics ($T_k$). The Eigenvalues for each candidate are calculated
by means of the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method. A plane candidate is consid-
ered a valid plane if both its curvature values $T_0$ and $T_1$ are less than the user-defined thresh-
holds $Th_{\text{curvature}}, 0$ and $Th_{\text{curvature}}, 1$, respectively. Equation (10) formulates the curvature-validation
process as a condition, which should be satisfied by each valid plane and it is specified by

$$\{(T_0 \leq Th_{\text{curvature}}, 0) \text{ AND } (T_1 \leq Th_{\text{curvature}}, 1)\} = 1.$$  (10)
Merging separate segments. Due to holes and occlusions in a depth image, different segments of an actual plane may be detected as separate disconnected planes. In order to merge the separate segments, we evaluate the conditions (11) and (12) for each pair of plane segments $\Psi_a$ and $\Psi_b$, given by

\[
\mathbf{n}(\Psi_a) \times \mathbf{n}(\Psi_b) \approx 0 \quad ;
\]

\[
\mathbf{n}(\Psi_a) \cdot \mathbf{c}(\Psi_a, \Psi_b) \approx 0 \quad \text{AND} \quad \mathbf{n}(\Psi_b) \cdot \mathbf{c}(\Psi_a, \Psi_b) \approx 0 .
\]

If the above conditions are met, the two separated segments are merged into a single plane. If the condition represented by Equation (11) becomes true, it means that the separated planes $\Psi_a$ and $\Psi_b$ are parallel to each other (their normal vectors are parallel). Likewise, the condition described by Equation (12) is satisfied when both separated planes $\Psi_a$ and $\Psi_b$ lie on the same planar surface. In other words, both normals are perpendicular to the vector, that connects the center of masses of the planes and this happens only if both segments lie on the same planar surface.

Size validation. A valid plane is required to contain a certain minimum number of points according to user requirements. Performing this test, the segmentation quality is improved, due to the removal of the small segments that cannot be merged into any other larger planes. The straightforward implementation of this condition means that each valid plane $\Psi$ should satisfy

\[
\Psi.size \geq T h_{size} ,
\]

where parameter $\Psi.size$ indicates the number of points located on plane $\Psi$.

In addition to all these post-processing enhancements, a pre-processing step is also performed to improve segmentation results even further. After extracting all the 3D edges of a depth image, we apply a morphological closing filter (i.e. a dilation followed by an erosion) in order to obtain more smooth and connected edges.

3 Evaluation results

We have applied the proposed algorithm to a collection of datasets and this section reports the evaluation results in detail. The dataset collection and the corresponding results are publicly available at http://vca.ele.tue.nl/demos/fpsdi/fpsdi.html. Figure 5 depicts several snapshots of the datasets and the corresponding results for both the 3D-edge detection and planar segmentation algorithms.

3.1 Datasets

In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, we have prepared a rich collection of datasets to cover all various sorts of edges (jump, corner, curved, and extremum edges) in several indoor scene situations. The depth images of all the datasets have been captured via Kinect as a depth-sensor (XBox 360 Kinect, version 1.0, VGA-resolution 480x640 pixels). Figure 5-a shows color images of the five samples chosen from the dataset collection. The color images at the top row are depicted instead of the depth images, since they give a better scene orientation.
3.2 Real-time implementation

The proposed algorithm has been initially designed to maximally benefit from parallel computing. Each component of the algorithm has a minimum dependency on other components (inter-component independence). Besides this, the same approach is followed inside each component (intra-component independence). This intrinsic independence of the algorithm components has enabled us to implement it to be best suited for multi-core and many-core architectures. The OpenMP (OMP) has been utilized in order to implement the multi-threaded version running on multi-core CPUs. Besides this, we have used the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) for the many-core implementation of the proposed algorithm to be executed on GPU platforms. All the CPU-related results reported in this section, have been obtained utilizing a PC with a CPU of Intel® Xeon(R) W3550 @3.07GHz (4 cores) and 20 GB of RAM for both single- and multi-threaded versions. A CUDA-enabled ‘GeForce GTX 480’ VGA card with 480 cores and 1.5 GB of RAM has been used for the GPU-related experiments. In order to provide more precise timing-information for GPU implementation, results for both the kernel and wrapper (kernel as well as memory transfers) are reported.

3.3 Edge detection result

In this section, we present detailed results for the various modules of the edge-detector algorithm applying to depth images. To detect all mentioned types of edges, we perform the edge-detector modules independently for each edge type. These modules provide corresponding edge masks per edge type. The final mask is generated by combining all the edge masks together. Figure 6 shows three different scenes with various types of edges, for which the resulted edge-masks and the corresponding final masks are depicted. For the sake of better visual perception, only the color image of each scene is provided. We have found that the optimal results in terms of both quality and efficiency are obtained with the following settings. For jump edges, $Th_{jump} = 40$, for corner edges, $Th_{corner} = 30$, and for corner edges, $Th_{corner} = 40$. The final results provide an accurate representation of the edges present in the scenes, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

**Fig 5** Five examples of datasets containing various types of 3D edges and the corresponding outcomes: (a) color images of each scene, (b) extracted 3D edges, and (c) planar surfaces (Note that the merging and size-validation phases have not been incorporated in the visual results).
Fig 6 Three sample scenes and the corresponding edge-masks. Columns 1 to 4 show the independent edge-masks per edge type for each scene. The combined edges, as the final masks, are depicted in column 5.

Table 1 Execution time of the single-threaded, multi-threaded, and GPU-based implementations of various types of 3D-edge detectors applying on 20 datasets of depth images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3D-edge detector</th>
<th>CPU (ms) single-threaded</th>
<th>CPU (ms) multi-threaded</th>
<th>speedup</th>
<th>GPU (ms) wrapper</th>
<th>speedup</th>
<th>GPU (ms) kernel</th>
<th>speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jump</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extremum</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corner</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curved</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>10.41</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

edges, $T_{\text{slope}} = 0.08$ and $n = 16$, for curved edges, $T_{\text{straight}} = 4$ and $n = 4$, and finally for the extremum edges, $E_{\text{extremum}} = 0.98$ and $n = 2$.

Table 1 summarizes the average execution time for various implementations of the proposed algorithm. The results have been obtained according to the mentioned settings. Besides this, Figure 7 and Table 2 provide comparisons of the different results obtained by the 3D-edge detection algorithm (final mask) for different values of the number-of-neighbours ($n$ in $\Phi_n$) parameter. Among the various 3D-edge detectors, the corner- and curved-edge detectors are more sensitive to the number-of-neighbours parameter in terms of both quality and timing, compared to the jump- and extremum-edge detectors.

3.4 Planar segmentation result

This section presents evaluation of the planar segmentation algorithm applied to the dataset collection. Figure 5-c depicts corresponding segmented planes for the sample scenes. A summary of whole planar segmentation pipeline including edge-detection and plane-detection is shown by Table 3.
Fig 7 Effect of the setting value \( n \) (number of neighbours) on resulting 3D edges (final mask).

Table 2 Average execution time of the single-threaded, multi-threaded, and GPU-based implementations of 3D-edge detector (final mask) for different values assigned as number of neighbours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of neighbours</th>
<th>CPU (ms) single-threaded</th>
<th>CPU (ms) multi-threaded</th>
<th>speedup</th>
<th>GPU (ms) wrapper</th>
<th>speedup</th>
<th>GPU (ms) kernel</th>
<th>speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>2727</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>2424</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>2149</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1831</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1537</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1208</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg.</td>
<td><strong>3.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>92</strong></td>
<td><strong>101</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Average execution time of planar segmentation pipeline for the single-threaded, multi-threaded, and GPU-based implementations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>CPU (ms) single-threaded</th>
<th>CPU (ms) multi-threaded</th>
<th>speedup</th>
<th>GPU (ms) wrapper</th>
<th>speedup</th>
<th>GPU (ms) kernel</th>
<th>speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>edges</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>10.41</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>planes</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full planar segmentation</td>
<td>1102</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 Comparing the obtained 3D edges and planes to the corresponding groundtruth data: average similarity based on SSIM (Structural SIMilarity) and Data-to-Model Coverage (D2MC) metrics. The D2MC metric determines the amount of pixels in model image which have been covered by data image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity metric</th>
<th>3D edges</th>
<th>Planes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mSSIM (%)</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>97.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2MC (%)</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>98.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results reported in the previous section in detail. First, we briefly assess the quality of the extracted 3D edges and planes. Then, we focus on detailed quantitative aspects of the proposed algorithms. And finally, we discuss the planar segmentation as a dual layer pipeline, consisting of the edge-detection and plane-extraction layers.

4.1 Qualitative assessment

As shown by Table 4, the resulting images of 3D-edge detection and planar-segmentation algorithms are 97.3% and 97.8% similar to the groundtruth, respectively, based on the mean Structural SIMilarity (mSSIM) metric. Besides this, 99.6% of groundtruth pixels are found and represented by the resulting images of 3D-edge detection algorithm and 98.7% for planar-segmentation algorithm according to the Data-to-Model Coverage (D2MC) metric.

As depicted in Figure 5, the proposed 3D edge-detector algorithm is capable of extracting the 3D edges in the presented scenes and segmenting the planar surfaces, accordingly. In the first row, five different scenes are depicted. The corresponding edges are shown in the second row. And finally, the third row contains the resulting planar surfaces for each scene. There are various planes detected regardless of both their size and their relative pose to the sensor.

As illustrated by Figure 6, there is a considerable amount of overlap between various kinds of 3D edges. Among them, the corner edge generates the most dominant part of the final edge mask. Besides this, the jump edge also plays a prominent role in generating the final edge mask. For all presented cases, the extremum edge has a huge overlap with the jump edge. This observation can be explained by the zero values for any hole or gap in depth images, which turns the points adjacent to holes into local maxima. And finally, the curved edges have the smallest share in the final edge mask, which is expected for indoor scenes, where most of the objects are planar surfaces.1 In all cases, we have filtered the depth values by a threshold of 2.5 meters to reduce the effect of the Kinect-sensor noise prior to supplying it to the 3D-edge detector. This setting of this threshold is considerably influenced by the Kinect-sensor noise pattern.28, 29

4.2 Quantitative assessment

3D-edge detection

According to Table 1, the amount of time needed to extract 3D edges is varying and depending on the type of edges. It varies from a few milliseconds for jump and extremum edges to hundreds of milliseconds for corner and curved edges. For the suggested settings, on the average, around 1 second is needed to extract all the 3D edges of a depth frame by a single-threaded implementation.
A multi-threaded implementation improves the execution time to 323 ms, while exploiting a GPU-based many-threaded approach enables us to reach over 100 fps (9.40 ms per frame). Although the multi-threaded implementation establishes approximately a speedup factor of 3 for various edge types, the obtained speedup is varying per edge type for GPU-based implementation. As illustrated in Figure 8, the largest speedup factor emerges for the curved-edge case, namely 132 followed by 118 for the corner-edge case. Despite the implementation of both the curved and corner edges are very similar (according to their definitions), there is a noticeable difference between their obtained speedups. This difference is due to the proposed settings in which the value of $n$ has been differently assigned per each edge type. Compared to the single-threaded implementation, the GPU version of the jump and extremum edges executes 42 and 41 times faster, respectively. The complete pipeline of the 3D edge detection is able to achieve a speedup factor of more than 100.

The proposed 3D edge detector output is generally sensitive to the setting of parameter $n$, which represents the number of neighbours. This sensitivity on the parameter $n$ is mostly visible in terms of both functionality and obtained execution time. As shown by Table 2 and Figure 9, there is a linear relation between the value of $n$ and the obtained execution time of the 3D edge detector. Considering the resulting edges depicted in Figure 7, there is an optimum value for $n$ ($n = 16$) in terms of both quality and speed. For any value larger than this specific $n$, there is no edge added anymore and only the current edges become undesirably thick at the expense of a higher execution time. Moreover, the edge mask does not cover all the edges for the values smaller than the actual value of $n$. A reason for this observation originates from the resolution of the applied depth sensor.

---

**Fig 8** Speedup gained via multi-threaded and GPU-based implementations for edge-detector and plane-extractor algorithms: (a) multi-threaded versus GPU-based implementations, (b) and (c) comparing 3D edge detection to plane extraction for multi-threaded and GPU-based implementations, respectively.

**Fig 9** Effect of the setting-variable $n$ on execution time of various implementations of the 3D edge detector algorithm.
Planar segmentation as a pipeline

Planar segmentation of depth images is implemented as a dual-layer pipeline, consisting of 3D edge detection and plane extraction. As shown in Table 3, on the average, it takes 1102 ms to segment a depth image into its planes for a single-threaded implementation. A multi-threaded implementation decreases this execution time to 391 ms per frame (speedup factor of $\approx 3$). And finally, this pipeline can produce planar segments in 17 ms per depth image by employing a GPU-based implementation (speedup factor of $\geq 60$). As illustrated by Figure 10, the difference in execution time between the two layers of the pipeline is too high for both the single-threaded and multi-threaded CPU-based implementations to be interleaved by ratio of 1-to-10 and 1-to-4.5, respectively. However for a GPU-based implementation, this imbalance in the ratio is close enough to a 1-to-1 ratio and enables us to still execute the interleaved pipeline, on the average, resulting in a fps $>100$ (9.4 ms per interleaved cycle).

Due to the different amount of dependencies inside each layer of the pipeline, the level of concurrency differs between the two layers. As shown in Figure 8 (b) and (c), the 3D edge detection algorithm reaches a higher speedup factor in both multi-threaded and GPU-based implementations by namely 2 and 8 times, respectively, when compared to the plane-extraction algorithm.

As depicted in Figure 11, despite the parallel structure of the proposed algorithms, both the 3D edge detection and plane-extraction algorithms are content-dependent in terms of the execution time. Although the execution-time patterns are similar between all implementations of each algorithm, the variations in execution times are different for various datasets. For the 3D edge detection algorithm, the difference of execution time between some datasets varies up to 200% and 100% for

![Percentage of execution time required by each layer of the complete planar segmentation pipeline for various implementations: (a) single-threaded, (b) multi-threaded and (c) GPU-based implementations.](image)
the CPU and GPU-based implementations, respectively. For the plane-extraction algorithm, this difference is up to 300% and 100% in some datasets for the CPU and GPU-based implementations, respectively.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a real-time planar segmentation algorithm, which enables plane detection in depth images avoiding any normal-estimation calculation. First, the proposed algorithm searches for 3D edges in a depth image and then finds the line-segments located in between of these 3D edges. Second, the algorithm merges all the points on each pair of the intersecting line-segments into a plane candidate. The developed 3D edge detection algorithm considers four different types of edges: jump, corner, curved and extremum edges. For each of those edges, we have defined the corresponding thresholds and a number-of-neighbours parameter. For the planar segmentation algorithm, we designed three quality-enhancing properties, i.e. curvature and size validation and merging of separate segments.

Because of the two previous algorithms, i.e. the proposed the 3D edge detection and the plane extraction, the implementation of the complete system leads to a dual-layer execution architecture. This enables a fast execution of both algorithms in parallel. By exploiting the GPU-based implementation, on the average, 3D edges are detected in 9.4 ms and planes are extracted in 7.8 ms. Therefore, the planar segmentation pipeline is capable of segmenting planes in a depth image with a rate of 58 fps. Utilizing pipeline-interleaving techniques for the proposed implementation further increases the rate up to 100 fps.
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